APPENDIX F
FACT SHEETS

FALLEN TREES

VEGETATION

01

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Wooded areas along drains are
vulnerable to blockages caused when
trees fall over the open drain due to
weather damage, or disease, age
or soil disturbances affecting tree
viability. Fallen tree accumulation
reduces the channel cross section,
which will increase water depth and
the frequency of full of overbank flows.
Obstructions can also cause localized
velocity changes causing bank and
bottom erosion or sedimentation and
debris accumulation.
Fallen trees
should generally be removed soon
after they occur to avoid creating more
problematic conditions when log jams
or debris builds up.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

APPROACH

The tree size and location across the
channel are important considerations
for ranking the risk resulting from
fallen trees. Generally, the larger and
lower the tree is located in the channel
cross section, the higher the risk and
need for removal. Checking for fallen
trees in areas known to have had
high wind damage or storm events is
a good routine to establish after each
major event. Other risks resulting
from fallen trees can be assessed
following routine drain inspections or
when complaints are reviewed.

Clearing and cutting should focus
on removing trees within the channel
bottom including the tree root mass.
Cut tree material must be disposed
of properly to avoid entering the
channel again or could be secured
to protect exposed stream banks or
placed to assist with the establishment
of stable vegetation of exposed areas
when trees are removed. When crews
remove fallen trees, the opportunity
for proactive removal of dead, dying
or leaning trees should be evaluated,
and implemented as appropriate.

RESOURCES

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service,
(Conservation Practice Standard 326, Clearing and Snagging),
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

VEGETATION

OVERVIEW

FALLEN TREES

01

Gaining access to the drain location of the fallen tree will depend on the availability of cleared
vehicle right-of-way (ROW). If vehicle access is not available, manual access and hand labor will
be required and the size of equipment to do the work will be limited accordingly. Equipment needs
include saws, shovels, racks, and earth moving capabilities. Work could include cutting, grubbing,
clearing, digging, earth moving, soil compaction, planting, and stabilization treatment. Mulching
and soil erosion practices should be used to protect exposed areas. Sediment deposits should be
excavated to the original channel grade and removed in a suitable manner. If appropriate, measures
should be taken to protect fish habitat. Work specifications should be prepared to guide the work in
a manner to support the use of in-house labor or to procure contractor services.

LIMITATIONS
Continual inspections
and ongoing removal
needs do not stop for
areas covered with
trees. Experienced
supervision of work is
required and site
access may dictate
hand labor.

ADVANTAGES
PURPOSE
Remove dead trees
and trees leaning over
the channel.

Maintains or
improves channel
capacity leaving the
riparian channel
intact, for minimal
costs.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Flow path can be restricted
Blockages can develop
Streambank can be exposed
Sediment can build up
Flow capacity can be reduced
Access can be limited
Organic load can increase
Flow path can be changed
Shade cover may be lost

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
In most cases, costs for tree removal can be
accommodated as part of the annual allowance for
routine work in a County Drain. By doing priority
tree removal work each year, the need for major
work efforts can be reduced and needs can be
accomplished in a planned and proactive manner.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider possible
downstream impacts
after removal, assess
bank stability,
changes to sediment
load, and potential
water temperature
changes onsite and
downstream.

Lower flooding
Reduce erosion
Maintain capacity
Improve access
Protect environment
Remove sediments

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

VEGETATION

LOG JAMS

02

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Log jams typically occur in heavily
wooded reaches of drains resulting from
fallen trees. Increases in woody material
in streams and drains are to be expected
after storms, or as a result of trees dying
from disease or pest outbreaks and are
typically not preventable. Other sources
are animal constructed dams and stream
instability from bank and bed erosion
causing channel alterations, poor riparian
management, and hydrologic changes.
Typically, animals will rebuild a removed
dam within a few days and will continue
to rebuild it until it is easier to build it
elsewhere so removing one is considered
a temporary solution. Stream management
practices that promote and maintain
stream stability can prevent excess inputs
of woody material and the obstructions
that result.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

or removal of obstructions created by level, then repeating the process.
woody material should be planned Follow MACDC SESC guidelines for
and implemented to balance the necessary permits.
uses of the stream (e.g., drainage,
fishing, boating, etc.) and the integrity
of the stream system. Appropriate
best management practices (BMPs)
are necessary. Since large woody
material is a natural and integral
part of the biological and physical
processes of a stream, wood that
is not causing flooding, excessive
erosion or sedimentation, or blocking
navigation should be left in place.
Removing an animal constructed dam
requires repeated notching of the dam
to lower the water level (but not flood
downstream properties), removing
APPROACH
Maintenance that include modification the part of the dam above the water
In general, the risks associated with
woody material in streams depend on
a host of variables including amount
and location of the woody material,
substrate type, and existing stream
conditions. Determination of the degree
to which the log jam is obstructing flow,
re-directing flow, providing habitat,
providing bank protection, and/or
providing grade control is critical.
In addition, determining the cause
of the obstruction (e.g., excessive
woody material may be a result of
storms, insects or disease, or channel
instability) is also a key factor.

Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

Natural Resources Conservation Service,
(Conservation Practice Standard 326, Clearing and Snagging),
King County BMP Manual, Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissions, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual

VEGETATION

OVERVIEW

LOG JAMS

02

Avoid wetlands or obtain necessary wetland permits. Minimize disturbance to the extent possible,
including disturbance of soil and maintain appropriate soil erosion sediment control (SESC)
measures. Immediately restore the site with native vegetation and/or annual rye, oats or wheat
and work from only one side of the stream, preferably the north or east sides, to protect trees that
provide the most shading to the stream. Remove as little vegetation as possible from the stream banks
and riparian area and avoid mechanical land clearing. Leave tree stumps on the streambank in
place. Additionally, remove the minimum amount of the obstruction necessary to alleviate flooding.
Minimize disturbance of sediments and the channel bottom. Material removed from the stream
should be disposed of properly, outside of wetland, and in a location where flood waters will not
reclaim it.

PURPOSE
Remove log jams in
channel.

ADVANTAGES
Clear channel flow
resulting in less flooding and minimal costs.

LIMITATIONS
If the cause is not
addressed, excess
woody material resulting in obstructions
could be reoccuring.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider downstream
hydraulics jams. Use
onsite woody debris
to stabilize banks,
modify channel flow,
and provide habitat
cover for fish.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Obstruction of flow
• Loss of transport capacity for water
and sediment
• Increase flooding
• Localize bank erosion and sediment
buildup adjacent to woody material

• Provide essential habitat for fish, insects
and wildlife
• Limits further bank erosion from energy
dissipation through increased roughness
and decreased slope
• Decrease flooding
• Improve access

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
The cost of removing log jams from the drain channel
will result from size of the drain overall and size of
the logs to be removed. Additional considerations are
ease of access to the site, distance between sites if
multiple log jam removals are required, using heavy
equipment, and additional site restoration is needed.

Sometimes, the best and cheapest, long term solution
for beaver dams is to live with the beaver by utilizing
beaver deceivers and pond levelers.

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
Overall costs increase if downstream stabilization at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
is needed due to hydraulic changes after removal. an emergency.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

DENSE GROWTH

VEGETATION

03

DESCRIPTION

PROBLEM
Managing woody vegetation
along a channel may have
several long term implications
on the channel and habitat
within the channel. Maintenance
practices must consider effects
on aquatic life and habitat
within the channel along with
benefits to the maintenance
program. Thick brush along a
channel can shade out desired
grass stands along the channel,
leaving bare soil banks that are
more susceptible to erosion.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Trees and woody vegetation along
the channel can serve as a source of
material for log jams, and increase
snags along the channel where log
jams are initiated. Prevention of
log jams is usually less expensive
compared to removal of the log jams
from the channel. Additionally, water
loving trees and brush tend to clog
subsurface drains with roots. Added
risk is removing natural habitats.

RESOURCES

APPROACH

Dead trees along the channel or
trees that are leaning severely over
the channel may be considered for
removal. These trees have the highest
potential for falling into the channel,
and creating snags or becoming
material source for log jams. Trees
that are selected for removal should
be cut and removed from the site
and disposed of. Herbicides or
burning may also be used to eliminate
unwanted brush along the channel.
Chemical control will take longer to
control and remove brush from the site,
but may be less costly over time.

Example – Poor Practice

Ohio Drain Manual, Ohio Stream Management Guide 8, 18 & 21
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

dense growth

VEGETATION

03

Brush and other woody vegetation can restrict access to a site for maintenance equipment. Most
equipment will require a minimum of 8 feet of width or more to access a site. Control of extended
areas may require the use of larger equipment such as choppers or trimmers, the use of herbicides,
or burning. When using large equipment to remove brush, care must be taken to prevent re-growth
of brush and to stabilize channel banks when work is completed. Seeding may also be necessary
in cases where bare soil is left after brush removal. Brush removed from the site may be shredded
to supply mulch to the site if seeding requirements will allow. Remove Phragmites, purple blue strife,
and reed canary grass. Keep carex or sedge species. Consider habitat detriments and restoration
prior to and after dense growth removal.

PURPOSE
To maintain and manage areas for desired
vegetation and to
maintain channel
capacity.

ADVANTAGES
Reduce future maintenance costs due to log
jams or bank erosion
problems. Increase
access to drain.

LIMITATIONS
Access to site may
be limited. Excessive
growth may require
clearing and re-establishment of desired
species. May have
adverse effects on
channel habitat.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Limited access to drain
Adverse effects on channel habitat
Cause of log jams and fallen trees
Can lead to erosion and sediment

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Selective clearing or site clearing are potential ways
to remove excessive vegetation. Additional cost
considerations include length of removal, level of
clearing, and type of treatments (burning, chemical,
etc.). Selective clearing is cheaper and better habitat protection than site clearing. Cost estimates can
be based on lineal feet or per square yard or acre.
Costs vary based on type and frequency of treatFred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider long-term
aquatic life and
channel habitat during
selective removal
of overgrown or
unwanted woody
vegetation along

natural channels.

Improve channel capacity
Future costs are reduced lower flooding
Reduction of log jams and fallen trees
Maintain erosion resistant cover along
banks
• Improve access

ments (burning, chemical, etc.), and amount of site
restoration needed.
LEGAL / REGULATORY
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.

debris
blockages

VEGETATION

04

DESCRIPTION

PROBLEM
On any land where existing
obstructions interfere with
planned land use development,
public safety or infrastructure,
the clearing of debris blockages
should be used. Debris can
be defined as many different
things including trash, sediment
or other materials. Obstruction
removal can result in the
disturbance of large areas that
are subject to erosion during the
demolition process.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

stones, concrete or masonry structures
and metal or concrete fence posts by
reusing, removal or burial at approved
locations. Dispose of organic materials
such as wooden fence posts, woody
vegetation, and woody building
materials by removal to an approved
landfill or recycling center, chipping
and leaving on site, or burial at an
approved location. If possible, cut
fallen tree off above root ball and
reposition root ball into its original
position anchoring appropriately
APPROACH
Plan,
design
and
implement or remove the root ball and fill and
obstruction removal to comply with stabilize area.
all federal, state and local laws and
regulations. Dispose of inorganic
materials such as rock piles, boulders,
The removal of obstructions can expose
toxic or polluted materials. If toxic or
polluted materials are expected to be
found during the obstruction removal,
specify appropriate handling and
disposal criteria in the plans and
specifications. The removal of debris
can also be a hazardous undertaking.
This is especially true for the removal of
downed and tangled trees.

RESOURCES

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice
Standard 500, Obstruction Removal
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

debris
blockages

VEGETATION

04

The recycling or reuse of materials should be considered as the first option for disposal of materials
from obstruction removal. Most woody debris can be recycled into mulch or other products.
Recycling or other environmentally friendly options exist for the disposal of many other materials
as well. Revegetate or otherwise protect from erosion disturbed areas as soon as possible after
construction. Ensure that servicing and refueling of equipment is done in a manner that minimizes
spills and volatilization.

PURPOSE
To safely remove and
dispose of unwanted
obstructions in order
to apply conservation
practices or facilitate
the planned land use.

ADVANTAGES
Maintains or improves
channel capacity.

LIMITATIONS
Periodic checking to
ensure the site remains
stable after the obstruction removal.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Proper disposal of
debris removed.
Regrade areas
disturbed by debris
removal to blend
with surrounding
land features and
conditions.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Potential hazardous material
• Disposal of debris may be
challenging
• Can lead to erosion and sediment
buildup
• Adverse effects on channel habitat
• Blockage of flow
• Flow path can be changed

• Potential habitat for wildlife
• Flowing drain channel reduction of log
jams and fallen trees
• Re-use of debris is a possibility
• Healthier drain
• Reduced erosion and sediments

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs are usually estimated based on lineal footage
requiring removal. Low costs would be removing
woody debris and placing in adjacent lands. Costs
vary based on material being removed, equipment
needed for removal, on-site vs. off-site disposal,
ease of access to site, and density of removal sites.
E.g., costs would increase considerably if removing
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

hazardous materials and disposing off-site.
LEGAL / REGULATORY
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency. Consider environmental regulations
such as trout stream.

treat
invasive species

VEGETATION

05

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Herbaceous weed control should be
applied in a manner to achieve the
desired control of the target species,
protection of desired species,
and to remove invasive species.
This should be accomplished by
mechanical, chemical, burning or
biological methods either alone
or in combination. When burning
is used as a method, the Natural
Resources Conservation Service Prescribed Burning standard (338)
should also be applied. When
herbicides are used, environmental
hazards and site-specific application
criteria listed on pesticide labels and
contained in extension service and
other approved pest management
references must be followed.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Consider soil erosion potential and
difficulty of vegetation establishment
when choosing a method of control that
causes soil disturbance. Additionally,
the appropriate time period for
treatment should be calculated. Some
herbaceous weed control activities
can be effective when applied within
a single year; others may require
multiple years of treatment(s) to
achieve desired objectives. Consider
impacts to wildlife species, in general,
treatments that create a mosaic pattern
may be the most desirable. Consider
proper seeding times and effectiveness
of replacement species.

RESOURCES

APPROACH

Apply invasive species control in a
manner to protect the health and vigor
of native or desired plant species,
and that are ecologically sound
and defensible. Treatments must
be congruent with dynamics of the
ecological site(s) and keyed to states
and plant community phases that have
the potential and capability to support
the desired plant community. Manage
and/or dispose of treated weed
species in a manner that will prevent
the spread of invasive species to new
sites. Keep in mind for every stage
of maintenance practice to look out
for invasive species and mark areas
where they are found.

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service (Conservation Practice
Standard 315 – Herbaceous Weed Control)
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

treat
invasive species

VEGETATION

05

Encouraging growth of native species is a major part of herbaceous weed control. Invasive species
control practices shall be applied using approved materials and procedures. Examples of invasive
species include Phragmites, purple loosestrife, and reed canary grass. Protect carex or sedge species
if possible. Operations will comply with all local, state, and federal laws and ordinances. Success
of the practice shall be determined by evaluating regrowth or reoccurrence of target species after
sufficient time has passed to monitor the situation and gather reliable data. Ensure proper seeding
times and schedule of replacement species, preferably native. Length of evaluation periods will
depend on the invasive species being monitored, proximity of propagules (seeds, plant materials
and roots) to the site, transport mode of seeds (wind or animals) and methods and materials used.

PURPOSE
Restore or release native or create desired
plant communities
and wildlife habitats
consistent with the
ecological site.

ADVANTAGES
Enhance accessibility,
quantity, and quality of
forage and/or browse.

LIMITATIONS
Invasive species
control will include post
treatment measures.
Also, some regrowth,
resprouting, or reoccurrence of invasive
species may be
expected.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Increase un-native species
Decrease native species
Increase wildfire hazards
Increase costs of treatment if spread

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs are based on type and frequency of treatments
(burning, chemical, etc.), and amount of site restoration needed. Cost estimates are usually based per
square yard or acre. Costs can increase significantly
if treatments are needed multiple years for invasive
control.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Adjacent land uses
must be considered
before chemicals are
used.

Control and remove invasive plants
Enhance accessibility
Restore native plants
Protect soils and control erosion
Improve air quality

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

SET GRADE
ALIGNMENT

CULVERT CROSSINGS

06

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Grade stabilization and the
functionality of a culvert crossing
have effects on upstream and
downstream flow conditions.
Results could increase erosion,
deposition, or flooding. Habitat
and water quality upstream and
downstream is affected as well.
Culvert length may affect stream
profile. Alignment is an important
factor for debris blockage and
failure. Disturbance, stability,
length, and cost are often a
compromise.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Design earthen embankments and
auxiliary spillways to handle the total
capacity flow without overtopping
any embankment. Provide a minimum
sediment storage capacity equal to
the expected life of the structure, or
provide for periodic cleanout. Seed or
sod the exposed surfaces of earthen
embankments, earth spillways, borrow
areas, and other areas disturbed
during construction.
Properly
install headwalls per requirements.
Permit and coordination with Road
APPROACH
Set the crest of the inlet at an elevation Commission/MDOT is required.
that will stabilize the channel and
prevent upstream head cutting.
Designing the wrong grade elevation
could develop into unsafe culvert
conditions. Unsafe conditions could
then result in failing or collapsed
culverts. Provide a minimum capacity
to pass the peak flow expected from
a design storm of the frequency and
duration of a rainfall. Choosing a
reasonable alignment for existing and
future stream channels can be difficult.

RESOURCES

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice Standard
410- Grade Stabilization Structure, and 578- Stream Crossing, DNR
Document (http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/sectors/documents/Transportation/
Workshop/12eCulvertDesign5AlignmentProfile.pdf)
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

SET GRADE
ALIGNMENT

CULVERT CROSSINGS

06

Grade alignment is the practice of adjusting culvert elevations to meet hydraulic gradient to restore
proper drain function. Plan, design, and construct this practice to comply with all federal, State, and
local regulations. Provide sufficient discharge to minimize crop damaging water detention. Check
profile for channel morphology impacts and consider channel adjustment and restoration. Permit is
required for changes to alignment. Coordinate with Road Commission/MDOT if alignment at roads.
Petition will be required if costs exceed spending limits per the Drain Code. Consider hydraulic and
habitat impacts on full drain length, not just local drainage.

PURPOSE
To stabilize grade,
reduce erosion,
or improve water
quality.

ADVANTAGES
Maintains steady
culvert crossing and
reduces future costs
for repairs and maintenance.

LIMITATIONS
Continued
inspections and
ongoing removal/
replacement are
needed.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Upstream flooding
Uneven grade
Unsafe crossing
Increased erosion
Increase sedimentation
Increase future maintenance

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Type of work and culvert size are major components
to consider costs. Checking alignment is relatively low
cost. Replacing or upsizing culverts to meet new requirements is more expensive. Further upstream or
downstream alignments to meet hydraulic conditions
with new grades would be additional costs.
LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit is required to change culvert alignment.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
In natural channels,
consider effects of
re-alignment on
hydraulic and ecological conditions.
Consider working
with Road Commission/MDOT.

Stabilize elevation
Drain functionality
Reduce erosion
Improve water quality
Less Maintenance

Coordinate with Road Commission and MDOT.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

repair
culvert

CULVERT CROSSINGS

07

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Damaged culverts can restrict
flow and be safety hazards.
Repairs could be to crossing
at headwalls, banks, sediment
removal, and riffle installation.
A damaged culvert inlet can
obstruct flow and if not taken
care of, could eventually
collapse if damage deteriorates.
If heavy equipment or flow
of traffic is often used by the
culvert crossing, the likelihood
of culvert collapse will increase,
and will determine repair vs.
replacement. Replacement may
be required. Repair of a culvert
should happen after vegetation
is first taken care of in the project
area.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

and meet adequate conditions for
the use, type of road, or class of
vehicle. Repair culverts with sufficient
capacity to convey the design flow
and transported material without
appreciably altering the stream flow
characteristics, especially causing
upstream flooding. Repair culverts
to minimize habitat fragmentation
and to minimize barriers to aquatic
organism
movement.
Consider
incorporating natural streambed
substrates throughout the culvert length
for passage of aquatic organisms.
APPROACH
Evaluate crossing and culvert based Coordination with Road Commission/
on condition of headwalls, wing walls, MDOT is required. Permit may be
outlets, etc. Ensure culvert repairs required depending on the work.
use sound engineering principles
Evaluate the need for safety measures
such as guardrails at culvert crossings.
Do not use culverts where large flows
of sediment or large woody material
are expected, or where the channel
gradient exceeds 6 percent (100
horizontal to 6 vertical). Crossings shall
be adequately protected so that outof-bank flows safely bypass without
damaging the structure or eroding the
streambanks or the crossing fill.

RESOURCES

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice Standard 578
– Stream Crossing, Montana Stream Restoration DNRC Practices (http://dnrc.
mt.gov/licenses-and-permits/stream-permitting-book/chap3.pdf), King County BMP
Manual, Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

repair
culvert

CULVERT CROSSINGS

07

Acceptable culvert materials include concrete, corrugated metal, corrugated plastic, new or used
high quality steel, and any other materials that meet the requirements of NRCS Conservation
Practice Standard, Structure for Water Control, Code 587. Petition will be required if costs exceed
spending limits per the Drain Code. Make the barrel length of the culvert adequate to extend the
full width of the crossing, including side slopes, and inlet or outlet extensions. Coordinate work with
Road Commission and MDOT. Culvert repair should happened after vegetation maintenance in the
project area.

PURPOSE
Repair/replace
culverts to provide
adequate flow, and
safe crossing over
drain channel.

ADVANTAGES
Maintains and improves culvert crossing as a stabilized
structure for travel.

LIMITATIONS
Continual inspections
will be needed to
maintain crossing.
Minimum cover must
be maintained over
some crossing types.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Safety hazard
• Potential collapse of culvert
• Increase amount of future repairs/
costs
• Reduced stream flow

•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Repairs to culverts and headwalls is usually a lower cost option. Replacement of culverts is a better
long-term option, but increases costs since additional
restoration such as drive construction may be required. Costs vary based on size and length. Natural streambeds provide passage and habitat benefits
to many life stage requirements for aquatic organisms
and may reduce maintenance costs. Undersizing
pipes to save money is a poor strategy.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Meet capacity requirements. Consider
use of road, and
ecological conditions
such as fish passage.
Coordinate with Road
Commission/MDOT.

Steady crossing
Increase of stream flow
Reduce erosion
Decrease future maintenance

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required based on type of work.
Coordinate with Road Commission and MDOT.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

remove
culvert

CULVERT CROSSINGS

08

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
After clearing unwanted vegetation
and
setting
culvert
grade
alignment, removal of culvert can
occur. Removing a culvert could
be based off of a damaged culvert
that is unneeded in the area,
or is not fulfilling the drainage
goal. Culverts are often removed
because they are fish passage
barriers due to (1) high velocities,
(2) shallow flow depths, (3) length
of run with no resting areas, or (4)
excessive jump height. Additional
significant problems at culverts
include (1) plugging due to large
wood transport, (2) sediment
deposition at the inlet due to the
backwater effect, and (3) high
velocity flows exiting the culvert
resulting in channel scour.
After Removal

RISKS

must be evaluated. Providing a
longitudinal profile could be useful to
help determine how the channel will
react. Longitudinal profiles provide
information about overall stream
gradient, habitat unit gradient (pool,
riffle, run), habitat unit length and
spacing, profile breaks or headcuts,
residual pools, and bed roughness
and variation. It is important to survey
beyond the area that is directly
influenced by the culvert (i.e. the
sediment deposit upstream and area
of expansion scour downstream,
or beyond areas influenced by
other structures such as revetments).
APPROACH
Upstream and downstream effects Coordination with MDOT and Road
that will occur due to culvert removal Commission may be required. Culvert
removal will require a permit.
Grade control is important because
removal of this control may allow
channel incision to migrate upstream,
potentially affecting habitat and
impeding fish passage. Vertically
unstable streams can lead to additional
channel incision with a resultant loss
of habitat and potential fish passage
blockage. Removing a culvert without
a thorough understanding of the
stream dynamics may result in the loss
of the upstream habitat that was the
stimulus for the project.

RESOURCES

Before Removal

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(https://nctc.fws.gov/Pubs1/culvert-guidelines03.pdf)
Manual, Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion
and Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

remove
culvert

CULVERT CROSSINGS
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Because of the magnitude of effects, it is critical that a geomorphological evaluation of the site be
completed to determine potential impacts both at the site and along the stream channel. Vertical
instability can result in a whole suite of negative impacts that range from loss of backwater habitat
to increased levels of turbidity. An evaluation of the risks to channel morphology, habitat, and
infrastructure should be performed before any decision is made regarding culvert removal. Petition
will be required if costs exceed spending limits per the Drain Code. Coordination with MDOT and
Road Commission may be required. Culvert removal will require a permit.

PURPOSE
To safely remove
damaged culvert
in order to apply
conservation maintenance practices.

ADVANTAGES
Removes the structure that interfaces
with stream systems
and thus floodplain,
riparian, and stream
habitat.

LIMITATIONS
To evaluate the
success and/or
failure of culvert
removal, follow-up
monitoring is required.
Minimum cover must
be maintained over
some crossing types.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Safety hazard
• Potential collapse of culvert
• Increase amount of future repairs/
costs
• Reduced stream flow

•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs will vary based on size of culvert and other
drain improvements necessary. There may be a need
for structures or stabilization downstream to handle
hydraulic changes due to culvert removal. Installation of a bridge crossing as a replacement may be
required and would significantly increase costs
LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit will be required for culvert removal.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider downstream
hydraulic impacts.
Consider costs if
bridge crossing construction is required.
Risks will determine if
grade control structures are needed.

Steady crossing
Increase of stream flow
Reduce erosion
Decrease future maintenance

Coordination with Road Commission and MDOT may
be required.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

improve
capacity

CULVERT CROSSINGS

09

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Adequate capacity is especially
important on streams with
high bedload transport, icing
potential, or large amounts of
woody debris. Obstructions can
occur in many ways including
sediment build up, excessive
woody vegetation, trash build
up, or from culvert damage.
To improve capacity, upsize
the culvert to meet upstream
drainage requirements. Sediment
control is also important when
utilizing conservation practices
for this reason.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Accumulated sediments may reduce
culvert capacity below acceptable
limits, resulting in more frequent road
flooding, or damage to culverts.
Debris and log jams in the channel
may cause problems of accumulations
against culverts and cause flooding.
This may in turn compromise the
structural stability of the bridge.

APPROACH

Practicing conservation management
practices are essential in improving
capacity flow. If management
practices are not kept up, backups and
accumulations will increase. If upsizing
of culvert needs to occur, make sure
to clear unwanted vegetation first
and set grade alignments, and repair
or remove culvert before improving
capacity. Coordination with MDOT
and Road Commission may be
required.
Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

ODM Draft III, DNRC Montana Stream Permitting Book (http://dnrc.mt.gov/
licenses-and-permits/stream-permitting-book/chap3.pdf), Federal Highway –
Hydraulic Design (http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/engineering/hydraulics/pubs/hec/
hec13.pdf), Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

improve
capacity

CULVERT CROSSINGS

09

Many significant savings have been recorded for culvert structures, especially in cases where
the capacity of an existing culvert was increased by addition of an improved inlet rather than by
replacement of the entire culvert. Coordination with MDOT and Road Commission may be required.
Petition will be required if costs exceed spending limits per the Drain Code. It is important to consider
upstream and downstream hydraulic changes due to upsizing a culvert, and any additional channel
improvements needed to accommodate.

PURPOSE
To improve capacity
of culvert so that
downstream and upstream flow steadily.

ADVANTAGES
Improves channel capacity and keeps flow
constant throughout.

LIMITATIONS
The capacity
of culverts on
steep grades is
controlled by the
inlet configuration
and limitations on
headwater depth.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Poor drainage
Potential blockage of drainage
Increased erosion
Excessive vegetation
Bridge damage
Increased road flooding

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs will vary based on size of culvert and extent of other repairs. The total cost of various alternatives should
be considered in the final culvert selection. For instance,
a slope-tapered installation or a side-tapered inlet with a
depression will probably require more excavation than a
culvert with its invert near the original stream flowline. If
this excavation must be made through rock or other difficult
material, choosing a side-tapered design may be more
economical, even though the barrel size of the slope-tapered culvert may be smaller.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Culvert designs with
arch, box-shaped,
or round pipes with
flared inlets provide
better peak flow passage than standard
round pipes.

Adequate drainage
Drain functionality
Reduce erosion
Improve water quality

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit will be required for upsizing culvert.
Coordination with Road Commission and MDOT may be
required.
Required to provide written notification to property owners
for expected entry onto their land to perform maintenance
in the form of excavation or tree removal, at least seven
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout stream.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

STREAMBANK
EROSION

OPEN FLOW CONDITIONS 10

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Erosion is caused by incision or
lateral migration of the channel
or placement of topsoil. Eroding
areas are channel banks that
are bare, rilled or gullied. They
generally have sloughed soil at
their bases. A grassed bank or
rock bank is considered to be
non-eroding. Preventing erosion is
critical because if not taken care
of, it results in significant sediment
buildup and trees falling from
banks. Sediment deposits can
lead to blockage of flow, potential
vegetation growth, and other
issues. Erosion can be categorized
as slight, moderate, severe, and
very severe.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Sediment buildup downstream may
cause blockages of flow and disruption
to culverts. Bank erosion can lead
to loss of land at banks, exposed
tree roots, and fallen trees causing
blockage of flow. Channel erosion
often occurs as chunk or blowout
type erosion. A channel bank may
not erode for a period of years when
no major runoff events occur. This
makes estimating channel recession
rates challenging at times. Erosion is
common at crossing headwalls and
nearby banks.

RESOURCES

APPROACH

Protective stabilization practices shall
be installed that result in stable slopes
and comply with the MACDC SESC
Manual. Protective measures shall be
functional and stable for both design
flow and for higher flow conditions.
Reshaping side slopes may be required.
Geotextiles or properly designed filter
bedding can be incorporated with
structural measures where there is the
potential for migration of material from
behind the measure. Use compatible
materials if possible. Rip rap should
not be used for full lining of channel.
Vegetation shall be selected that is
best suited for the site conditions and
achieves the intended purpose(s).
Work may require a permit.

Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice Standard
580, Streambank and Shoreline Protection. Natural Resources Conservation
Service Calhoun County, Technical Guide, Section I, State-Wide, Streambank
ErosionManual, Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

STREAMBANK
EROSION

OPEN FLOW CONDITIONS 10

Proactive and preventive measures are required to reduce future costs associated with bank erosion.
Providing measures can reduce downstream sediment removal, and allows the drain to restore itself
naturally. Further erosion leads to loss of land and fallen trees. Holistic approaches can lead
to lower future costs for drain maintenance. Bank stabilization and headwall improvements have
different requirements and needs and should be vetted accordingly. Permit may be required.

PURPOSE
To prevent the loss of
land or damage to
land uses at drain,
maintain the flow
capacity and reduce
sediment buildup and
other blockages.

ADVANTAGES
Stabilizes and protects banks of streams
and drain channels.
Allows stream to restore itself without activities more disruptive
to the natural habitat
and environment.

LIMITATIONS
Estimating channel
erosion based on
average annual
lateral recession
rate for preventative
and proactive
stabilization measures
is challenging.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Potential loss of land or damage to
land on banks of drain
• Offsite or downstream effects of sediment deposits
• Tree roots exposed and fallen trees
from banks
• Adverse effects on channel habitat
• Changes to channel alignment
• Lower water level

•
•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs are usually based on lineal feet of work (LF)
and can vary ($40/LF - $180/LF) immensely based
on material being used and size of drain channel.
Additional considerations include density of work
and ease of site access.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider changes
that may occur in
watershed hydrology
and sedimentation
over the design life of
treatments. Consider
reactive vs. preventative measures.

Stable bank conditions
Flowing drain channel
Maintained water level
Healthier channel habitat
Reduced sediment deposits

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required depending on work.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

reconstruction
or drain petition OPEN FLOW CONDITIONS
improvements

11

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Large scale drain maintenance
projects require petition and approval.
Either property owners or a local
municipality can petition the WRC
to establish a county drain. The multistage channel design approach is
common for open county drain design.
State and federal agencies often have
additional requirements where they
have jurisdiction to review drainage
improvement, channel re-location,
or mitigation projects. Enhanced and
geomorphic channel design methods
may meet these additional requirements
and can also be desirable based on
the goals of a watershed management
plan, site constraints, or desired
ecological outcome.
There are four main types to consider:
• Trapezoidal Channels
• Two-Stage Channels
• Single-Side Improvements
• Natural Channels
(Geomorphic Channels)
RISKS
Trapezoidal Channels:
Careful consideration must be given to
the existing channel, and minimizing
water pollution, and damage to fish
and wildlife habitat.
Two-Stage Channels:
Must consist of a minimum of a smaller
(bankfull) channel within a larger drain
corridor or floodway.
Single-Side Improvements:
Care should be taken during
construction to extend the opposite side
slope to the proper channel elevation.
If the slope is not extended, then the

RESOURCES

Example – Best Practice

resultant side slope may become
unstable resulting in erosion and loss smaller, internal channel. Construction
of vegetation on the undisturbed bank. is done by excavating the ground
adjacent to the existing channel down
Natural Channels:
to the elevation of a self-forming
Requires extensive training and floodplain.
an inter-disciplinary team with
knowledge of hydrology, channel Single-Side Improvements:
hydraulics, sediment transport, fluvial A one-sided channel is typically a
geomorphology, native vegetation, constructed channel with a trapezoidal
cross section. Construction is limited
and aquatic and riparian ecology.
to one-side slope and bottom of
APPROACH
the channel. The other bank is not
Trapezoidal Channel:
disturbed unless bank erosion or tile
Applicable at the upper end of small outlets need to be addressed.
watersheds where the required depth
for subsurface drain outlets must be Natural Channels:
maintained. It can be useful where Incorporates natural stream processes
soils and existing grades will not into the restoration design to establish
a self-sustaining ecosystem and
support natural stream function.
maximize the stream’s ecological
Two-Stage Channel:
potential. Most effective and
Channel constructed with flat benches environmentally friendly approach.
such that lower flows are confined to a

Ohio Drainage Manual 2009
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

reconstruction
or drain petition OPEN FLOW CONDITIONS
improvements

11

OVERVIEW

Trapezoidal Channels have been used for decades and built to address drainage needs where natural
drainage proved insufficient. However, this channel design will not support ecological services for water quality.
Two-Stage Channels provide a modified, but intact riparian corridor to provide shade to prevent aquatic
plant over-growth and improve site aesthetics along with property value.
Single-Side Improvements are constructed by using an excavator to reach to the opposite side slope toe
and pulling the bottom and side slope towards the excavator.
Natural Channels design involves restoring the dimension, pattern, and profile of a disturbed channel by
emulating a natural, stable river. This approach combines analog, empirical, and analytical methods for channel
assessment and design (Rosgen, 2007).

PURPOSE
To serve as an outlet
for surface runoff and
subsurface drains
where natural drainage is inadequate for
the proposed land
use.

ADVANTAGES
Improves channel
water quality and
capacity.

LIMITATIONS
Evaluations and
experience of
knowledge is required
when deciding which
design to implement.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Addressing what design type is
needed
• Evaluating different designs
• Evaluating short-term vs. long-term
costs

•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Trapezoidal designs have minimal costs for material
and construction. Two-stage channel has an initial
higher construction cost due to channel width. Natural channels may have a higher design cost but will
potentially have a lower construction and overall cost.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider possible
upstream and downstream effects and
how they correlate to
each design type.

Increase bank stability
Reduce maintenance
Increase drainage capacity
Improve water quality

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit will be required.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

CLEAN
AND INSPECT

CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 12

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Every
10-15
years,
municipalities should clean
and inspect their closed flow
conduits. After many years,
there can be built up blockage
of flow in the pipes, or problems
within the pipes that cannot be
seen. Garbage, overgrown
vegetation and other items
could potentially limit capacity,
block flow, and cause flooding.

Example – Best Practice

RISKS

If inspections and cleanings do not
occur and pipes deteriorate, collapse
of pipe could eventually occur. For
example, if a longitudinal crack or
hole is found in the pipe and is not
corrected, the pipe could deform,
enlarge, and eventually lead to a
much worse collapse. Flow blockage
could lead to basement and property
flooding.

APPROACH

An approach to inspecting the closed
flow conduits is by televising. Televising
is the use of motorized sewer televising
equipment to view the interior of the
closed conduit. This tool allows the
user to view the areas of concern
by providing a visual and location.
Additionally, cleaning or jetting then
takes place with high pressure hydrojetting to remove blockages such as
roots or sediment. Pipe lining and
selective replacement may be required
based on condition of closed conduits.
Coordinate with Road Commission
and MDOT. Permit may be required.
Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

Calhoun County Drain Assessment Process
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

CLEAN
AND INSPECT

CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 12

An approach to inspecting the closed flow conduits is by televising. Televising is the use of motorized
sewer televising equipment to view the interior of the closed conduit. This tool allows the user to view
the areas of concern by providing a visual and location. Additionally, cleaning or jetting then takes
place with high pressure hydro-jetting to remove blockages such as roots or sediment. Pipe lining
and selective replacement may be required based on condition of closed conduits. Coordinate with
Road Commission and MDOT. Permit may be required.

PURPOSE
To inspect and clean
closed flow conduits
to clear out any blockages.

ADVANTAGES
Maintains and improves flow of conduits
and lowers chance of
flooding.

LIMITATIONS
Continual inspections
and repairs need
to occur to find any
problems that could
potentially cause
flooding.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Pipes should be
designed to be able
to withstand total
maximum daily load.
Coordinate with Road
Commission/MDOT.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

• Obstruction of flow
• Increase flooding
• Increase future repairs/replacements

• Flow of water throughout conduits
• Less flooding
• Decrease future repairs

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs vary based on size of pipe, amount of pipe inspected, and ease of access to the site. Some general
costs are: Televising $1.00-$2.00 / LF, Cleaning $5$20 / LF, and CIPP lining $80-$200 /LF. Replacement of closed conduits would be considered capital
improvements and would usually also include road
construction.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required depending on work.
Required to provide written notification to property
owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

inspections to
CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 13
manage collapses
DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Joint failures, structural loads,
or material aging can cause
closed flow drainage systems
to experience collapse. When
collapse occurs soil above the
pipe can migrate into the pipe
leaving a surface void that
can cause property damage,
road failures, erosion, or loss
of drainage capacity. Routine
pipe cleaning with surveillance
using video camera equipment
is important to document
conditions and assess service
life, and repair and replacement
needs. Completing inspections
every 5 to 10 years can assist
with avoiding failures and the
need for emergency repair
work.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

When closed flow drainage systems
collapse, work is typically required
under emergency or as reactive,
unplanned actions. Failures can cause
road failures, property damage,
erosion or loss of drainage capacity
resulting in flooding. Repair work
under emergency conditions will cost
more and could impact public health,
safety and welfare.

APPROACH

Defining and implementing a proactive
closed drainage system cleaning
and inspection program is the best
approach to avoid failures causing
closed drain collapse. Preparing an
asset register of the locations and
schedule for cleaning and inspection
of closed drainage systems can
provide the planning information
needed to define and schedule repair,
rehabilitation, and replacement work
before pipe collapse occurs or to

respond with repairs if they occur.

Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

National Association of Sewer Service Companies, Manual on
Industry Standards for Sewer Cleaning and Inspection with Ranking
of Risks and Repair Priorities, Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissions, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

inspections to
CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 13
manage collapses
Developing an accurate and up to date asset register of closed flow drainage systems is the key
step for managing the risk for pipe collapse and implementing corrective measures before failures
occur. Compiling and reviewing record drawings can assist with defining the best field access points
for placing the equipment used for pipe cleaning and video camera inspections. Results of the
video camera inspections can be used to define problems, risks, and needs with associated service
life, and consequences of failure. Defining and delivering a planned schedule of inspections with
improvements can avoid the consequences of collapse and emergency repairs.

PURPOSE
Implement routine
pipe cleaning and
inspections with priority repair rankings, to
avoid pipe collapse
and need for emergency repairs.

LIMITATIONS
It takes time to establish
a closed flow inspection program and not
all collapse problems
can be eliminated.

ADVANTAGES
Problems and risks
can be assessed and
managed before they
cause failures.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

Lack of cleaning and inspection can result in:
• Blockages
• Service life failures
• Sediment build-up restricting flow
• Joint failures
• Emergency repairs
• Property damage

•
•
•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs for closed drain cleaning and inspection can be
accommodated as part of the annual allowance for
routine work in a County Drain. With priority inspections each year, major work efforts can be reduced
and repairs can be accomplished in a planned and
proactive manner. Unit costs for closed pipe cleaning
and televising can be competitively bid and established using annual quantities at lower rates than for
individual projects.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Identify manhole entry
and exit access to
facilitate installing the
equipment. Scheduling
must identify dry
seasonal flow patterns.

Improve drainage
Reduce erosion
Maintain capacity
Avoid emergencies
Reduce costs
Protect property

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required depending on work. Required
to provide written notification to property owners for
expected entry onto their land to perform maintenance
in the form of excavation or tree removal, at least seven
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout
stream.

IMPROVE CAPACITY

CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 14

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
The next step after cleaning
and repairing closed conduits
is to improve capacity.
Capacity issues need an
engineering analysis using
modeling
techniques
and
rational calculations. A major
need for increasing capacity
is to address current flooding
concerns and past development.
An additional problem is in
future development planning.
Sufficient capacity is needed for
future economic development
opportunities where closed
systems are useful. Increasing
capacity is a significant effort
and cost, and should be decided
on with sufficient information.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS
Limited capacity in closed systems
can lead to flooding, pump
breakdowns, and disruptions
to
economic
developments.
Estimating future growth with respect
to commercial and residential
developments is a challenging
task. Increasing capacity to meet
this demand can be risky.

APPROACH
The main concern with improving
capacity is to address current
flooding.
Additional concerns
are providing capacity for future
developments. Generally, capacity
issues will lead to increasing the
size of the sewer, creating linear
storage, or a relief sewer. Having
a detailed understanding of the
closed system network is necessary
for proper planning to address
current and future capacity needs.
Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

National Association of Sewer Service Companies, Manual on
Industry Standards for Sewer Cleaning and Inspection with Ranking
of Risks and Repair Priorities, Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissions, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

improve capacity

CLOSED FLOW CONDITIONS 14

Providing sufficient capacity and storage of a closed flow drainage system is integral to prevent
flooding and property damage, as well as attracting future commercial and residential developments.
Increasing capacity is needed to meet the demands of the area benefited. An extensive
understanding of the closed flow network is required to estimate capacity. Current and future needs
can be estimated with proper planning and modeling. Several options are available for increasing
capacity in addition to just increasing sewer size. Providing linear storage in a segment or a relief
sewer or detention can in some cases limit overall costs and should be considered. Increasing
capacity can reduce flooding and emergency repairs. Coordination with Road Commissions or
MDOT may help with some of the costs.

PURPOSE
Provide sufficient
capacity for current
and future drainage in
closed systems.

ADVANTAGES
Reduces flooding and
emergency repairs,
and improves planning
of closed network
system.

LIMITATIONS
High capital costs and
risk of unnecessarily
oversized system.
Having enough space
to construct.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

Insufficient capacity can lead to:
• Flooding
• Property damage
• Increased future repairs/replacements
• Emergency repairs
• High capital costs
• Limited space for linear storage or relief sewer

•
•
•
•
•
•

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
In most cases, improving capacity will require high capital
costs. Future planning and set asides are a good way to
be proactive. Different approaches may be used to limit
costs. Coordination with other agencies may help limit
costs.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider options
such as linear storage
and relief sewer.
Proper estimation and
planning of current and
future capacity needs.

Less flooding
Decrease future repairs
Protecting properties
Future economic developments
Increased capacity
Avoid emergencies

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required depending on work.
Required to provide written notification to property owners
for expected entry onto their land to perform maintenance
in the form of excavation or tree removal, at least seven
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout stream.

Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

ESTABLISH LOCATIONS
AND GRADES

FIELD TILES

15

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Field tiles installed improperly
cause long-term problems.
Landowners installing field
tiles without proper loading
studies
and
permitting.
Flooding on agricultural fields
if no positive outlet for field tile.
Differentiating a field tile outlet
carrying subsurface flow from
surface outlet carrying flow
from a side drain or surface
water. Locating the outlet can
be challenging if buried under
vegetation, water, or debris.
With buried outlets, listening
for the sound of the water
falling into the drain or a dip in
the bank could help locate the
outlet.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Increased sediment and nutrient
loading can affect receiving waters
and natural habitats. Upstream
flooding of agricultural fields if field
tiles do not have positive outlets.
Categorizing the material type and
diameter is critical when ranking the
risk of an outlet. Subsurface drains
include flexible conduits of plastic,
bituminized fiber, or metal; rigid
conduits of vitrified clay or concrete; or
other materials of acceptable quality.
The minimum allowable diameter is 4
inches and other widths can include 6,
8, 12, 14, etc.

APPROACH

Obtain required permits and
approvals. Permit from the WRC office
is required to connect to a County
Drain. Locating field tile outlets requires
keen
observation.
Additionally,
metal detectors and probes may be
necessary to locate outlets when
buried under vegetation or water.
The location, depth, and spacing of
the subsurface drain should be based
on site conditions including soils,
topography, groundwater conditions,
crops, land use, outlets, saline or sodic
conditions, and proximity to wetlands.
Coordinate with WRC office.
Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

Natural Resources Conservation Service (Conservation Practice
Standard 606 Subsurface Drain, Conservation Practice Standard
620 Underground Outlet), Michigan Association of County Drain
Commissions, Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Manual

OVERVIEW

ESTABLISH LOCATIONS
AND GRADES

FIELD TILES

15

Field tile outlets can provide a direct conduit to receiving waters for runoff from crop land. Field tiles
have significant benefits to agriculture drainage. Improper installation can lead to upstream flooding
or overloading receiving waters with sediment and nutrients. Establishing proper location and grade
is essential to prevent flooding and should be coordinated with the WRC Office. Connecting to a
County Drain requires a permit, and should be coordinated with the WRC office. Field tile outlets
and the accompanying structure or practice should be installed as part of a conservation system that
addresses issues such as nutrient and pest management, residue management and filter areas. The
ability to know what to look for when doing drain inspections will be extremely helpful when trying
to locate outlets and field tiles.

PURPOSE
Provide adequate
drainage for stable
crop health agricultural fields without
causing damage by
erosion or flooding.

ADVANTAGES
Removes or distributes
excessive soil water
and removes salts and
other contaminants
from the soil profile.

LIMITATIONS
Periodic inspections
and prompt repair of
system components
(e.g. structures for
water control, underground outlets, vents,
drain outlets, trash and
rodent guards) shall
take place.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•

• Provides drainage
• Reduces flooding
• Stable crop health

Increased flooding
Obstruction of flow
Hidden outlets
Increased flooding
Poor health, vigor and productivity of
plants
• Increased sediment and nutrient loading
• Wet soil conditions around farmsteads,
structures, and roadways

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs vary based on extent of work. Location of field
tiles are part of the drain inspection. Establishing
grade is usually at the expense of the property owner.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Consider long-term
environmental effects
on downstream water
quantity and quality,
including nutrient
loading and sediment
blockages. Provide
adequate freeboard.

owners for expected entry onto their land to perform
maintenance in the form of excavation or tree removal,
at least seven days in advance, except in the case of
an emergency.

Consider environmental regulations such as trout
LEGAL / REGULATORY
stream.
Permit will be required.
Required to provide written notification to property
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

manage outlets

FIELD TILES

16

DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Agricultural flooding due to
blockage or lack of positive
outlet for field tiles. Maintenance
is required to prevent sediment
or debris build up blocking the
outlet. If maintenance is not kept
up over a long period of time,
the outlet or entire pipe might
need to be replaced, and would
be significantly more costly. An
additional problem is field tiles
installed without a permit from
the WRC when discharging to
a County Drain. Management
is required to prevent excessive
sediment and nutrient loading
that would disturb habitats
and the natural environment of
discharge waters.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Manage the drainage discharges
and water levels in a manner that
does not cause adverse impacts to
other properties or drainage systems.
Water control structures used in the
management system must not cause
water to back up into a main or
lateral beyond a property line unless
the upstream landowner has given
written permission. Raising the outlet
elevation of a water control structure
in a flowing drain must result in an
elevated free water surface within
the soil profile. Excessive nutrient
loading could increase downstream
vegetation growth and negatively
affect fish habitat and other wildlife.

RESOURCES

APPROACH

and sediment loading to minimize
Coordinate with the WRC Office and downstream habitat disturbance.
obtain a permit when discharging
to a County Drain. Reference the
outlet elevation of each water control
structure to a “control elevation”
(lowest elevation of the soil surface
in the area of the field impacted by its
operation). Develop a management
calendar which specifies the target
water control structure outlet elevation
throughout the year to meet the
intended purpose. Adjust the water
levels throughout the year to allow
for proper root zone development.
Specify what conditions, such as
significant rainfall events, and
what adjustments are needed to
outlet elevations. Balance nutrient
Example – Poor Practice

Natural Resources Conservation Service, Conservation Practice
Standard 554, Drainage Water Management
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual
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Generally, the same drainage intensity is not required at all times during the year. Consider a
management strategy that enhances crop yield while minimizes negative water quality impacts.
Drainage water management may increase base flow in streams and ditches because of a higher
gradient from the fields. Elevated water tables may increase the runoff portion of outflow from fields.
Consider conservation measures that control sediment loss and associated agrichemical discharge
to waterways. Many problems and disputes can be avoided if working with the WRC Office.
Coordinate with WRC Office and obtain permit.

PURPOSE
To manage drainage
volume and water
table elevation by regulating the flow from a
surface or subsurface
agricultural drainage
system.

ADVANTAGES
Operation of the outlet
and drainage system
allows for flow into
drain and irrigation of
crops, reducing future
costs of maintenance.

LIMITATIONS
Managing outlets is an
ongoing practice implemented throughout
all days of the year.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Plan for adjusting
the outlet elevations
of the water control
structure(s). Consider
downstream nutrient
and sediment loading.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•

• Regulation of flow
• Reduces crop flooding
• Improve productivity, health, and vigor of
plants
• Reduces nutrient, pathogen, and pesticide
loading from drainage systems into
downstream receiving waters
• Reduce oxidation of organic matter in soils

Obstruction of flow
Increased flooding
Costly if not managed
Decreased crop and root health
Discharges without permits

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS
Costs will increase significantly if proper management of
field tiles does not occur. Some considerations include
frequency and length of sediment removal needed.
Installation of sediment management devices and other
preventative measures may decrease sediment loading to
the drain channel, and limit long-term costs. Additional
costs affect neighboring and downstream properties, as
well as disputes. Coordination with the WRC Office prior
to installation can minimize many of these future costs.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

LEGAL / REGULATORY
Permit may be required.
Required to provide written notification to property owners
for expected entry onto their land to perform maintenance
in the form of excavation or tree removal, at least seven
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.
Consider environmental regulations such as trout stream.

permit, capacity,
grade, and safety

PRIVATE CROSSINGS
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DESCRIPTION
PROBLEM
Private drain crossings are
installed
without
proper
permitting and documentation.
When crossings are not installed
within drain performance
requirements or accepted
practices / standards, upstream
and downstream properties
and drainage, as well as
wildlife habitats are affected.
Failing headwalls, sediment
deposits, insufficient capacity,
and lack of safety measures are
concerns with all installations.
Lack of sufficient maintenance
on private property is difficult to
manage, especially if the WRC
Office is not informed they exist
or have problems. Removal
should be coordinated with the
WRC Office.
Example – Best Practice

RISKS

Potential conflicts may arise with
private land owners if crossings do not
comply with regulations. Issues with
flooding, erosion, sediment deposits,
and safety can cause disputes between
landowners, with the MDEQ, or with
the County WRC Office. Evaluate the
downstream and upstream effects to
verify that the drain will remain stable
prior to removing any private crossing.

APPROACH

Drain permit requirements include
submitting a form detailing the culvert
crossing being implemented. Crossing
type, shape, material, length, etc. all
have to be documented. Material must
be on the approved list of allowed
materials. Education of landowners
of permit and legal requirements are
necessary for compliance. Verify
alignment and positive drainage
of culverts after installation. Verify
stability of all crossings so they do
not collapse and cause a significant
blockage.
Example – Poor Practice

RESOURCES

Great Lakes Road Stream Crossing Inventory Datasheet
Michigan Association of County Drain Commissions, Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Manual
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permit, capacity,
grade, and safety

PRIVATE CROSSINGS
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Private drain crossings can range from large culverts on agricultural fields to a foot bridge in a
backyard. Improper installation of crossings that restrict flow could cause flooding and erosion
downstream. Hydraulic studies should be performed prior to installation and removal of crossings
within the drain channel. Proper education should be provided to landowners about permitting
and proper installation techniques. Challenges are that the WRC Office does not know about all
crossings and potential concerns when developing maintenance strategies. Coordinate installation
and removal of private crossings with the WRC Office.

PURPOSE
To maintain adequate
drainage and proper
regulatory compliance for installation of
private crossings.

ADVANTAGES
Installation, maintenance, and removal
should be at cost of the
landowner.

LIMITATIONS
Potential conflicts with
landowners. Follow up monitoring is
required to determine
if downstream or upstream changes have
occurred.

DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
Grade control
structures might be
necessary to install to
help allow the channel
to flow naturally.

PROBLEM LIST

BENEFIT LIST

•
•
•
•
•

• Sufficient documentation of crossings
• Acceptable materials
• Proper installation of crossings

Installation without permits
Illegal crossing over drain
Increased flooding
Increased maintenance
Insufficient capacity and mis-aligned
culverts
• Landowner disputes
• Safety concerns

COSTS / CONSIDERATIONS

LEGAL / REGULATORY

Costs for removal or repair vary depending on size of
the crossing and necessary improvements needed to the
site. Upstream and downstream improvements due to
hydraulic changes are additional costs to consider. Costs
for private crossings should be the responsibility of the
landowner.

Required to provide written notification to property owners
for expected entry onto their land to perform maintenance
in the form of excavation or tree removal, at least seven
days in advance, except in the case of an emergency.

Permit is required.

Consider environmental regulations such as trout stream.
Fred A. Heaton
Calhoun County
Water Resources Commisioner

